BIOZENTRUM RESEARCH SUMMER 2018 - PROGRAM

EVENTS

Tue 17.07.2018 «Meet & Greet» Apéro
17:00h at “Kaktus Lounge”, Biozentrum 1st floor
For all Research Summer Students, their Lab Hosts and PI’s

Mon 30.07.2018 Welcome Apéro
17:00h at the Gallery, Pharmazentrum
For all Research Summer Students, their Lab Hosts and PI’s

Fri 03.08.2018 Guided Tours through the New Biozentrum Building
07:30h resp. 09:00h at Pestalozzistrasse (opposite construction site)
For all Research Summer Students

Thu 09.08.2018 Rhine Cruise with Barbeque Dinner
Departure from Basel Schifflände at 19.15h
Arrival at Basel Schifflände at 22.45h
Enjoy a great barbeque dinner during a boat cruise on the Rhine
For all Research Summer Students, their Lab Hosts and PI’s

Thu 16.08.2018 Foxtrail and Dinner at Restaurant “Fischerstube”
Start Foxtrail: 16.00h at Basel main station
Discover hidden places in Basel, break codes and find hidden messages en route while chasing the fox!
After this adventurous trip, we will enjoy a nice dinner at a typical Basel restaurant, the “Fischerstube”.
For all Research Summer Students, their Lab Hosts and PI’s

Fri 31.08.2018 Optional Hike with outdoor picknick / BBQ
afternoon, only if the weather is good!

FACULTY LECTURES

Tue 24.07.2018 Prof. Markus Rüegg 16.00h Room 106
Tue 31.07.2018 Prof. Richard Neher 16.00h Room 106
Tue 07.08.2018 Prof. Mihaela Zavolan 16.00h Room 106
Tue 14.08.2018 Prof. Alex Schier 16.00h Room 411
Tue 21.08.2018 Prof. Rod Lim 16.00h Room 106

The lectures are open to the public. There will be a small apéro on the Gallery (Pharmazentrum) after each lecture to get together and discuss.
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